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Introduutioil

Oespite:the fact that psychology on the pre-college level has been

the focus of many stuuies since the early 1930's, an examination of the

reports of these surveys indieaLes that these studies have been at best

random. Rarely have three or m,re surveys been conducted in the same

year. When conducted, these surveys have tended to collect diverse

rather than similar categories of data. Because so few states were

surveyed in the same year, little in the sense of national status in-

formation or definite trends could be derived from the available data.

I

To combat this, some individuals have attempted nation-wide surveys in

order to obtain identical kinkiS of infermation from several states during

the same year. In nart because of the expense of 'such projects, these

surveys have tenCed to collc..t :;-attevel 1.:;.ts of data from a small number

of teachers. ficwever, C 2 ru,,,lts of 6eso efforts have been somewhat

more useful in studyi.r, nit.i(-011 Z.ranth: r..1 in making curriculum and

certificatirn deeisirns enJ levels.

Another asnct c) the history of the study of pre-college

psycholoy %as 1:zin dc,-ped (xallination and assessment of its growth

and development in .ch,o1 - this is the publication and general

accessabili*y of th rcoorcs is on the collected data. When

sv!dies 1111/..
the subsequent reports

have frequ2ntly only to a limited population fortunate

enough to %.1%,2 ,.c.;_ss to at the tine. Unfortunately these reports

have not been avalahl- to 1.:Ler educators, and researchers to

study and use. cc,T :nce, _ L'1 ra)ge of documents related to



the historical development and growth of pre-college psychology is nowhere

to be found. Equally rare and unavailable are collections of these survey

reports bound under the same cover..

This volume is a deliberate response to the problem identified above.

It serves to make some of the more recent status studies more accessible

and provides several of these reports under the same cover. It contains

seven status studies--six from the United States and one from Canada--

conducted during 1972 or 1973. The major purpose of this volume is to

provide researchers and educators with the kinds of information needed

to make decisions relevant to the areas of high school psychology and

behavioral science. To the degree that this anthology can contribute

to a more complete history of high school psychology, encourage others

holding similar reports to make theirs available, and assist educators

in policy-making decisions, this monograph will have been successful.



&sigh School Psychology in Colorado'

Gerald P. Benson Larry.JaC,,:bson

and

Fran:: J. Vattano

The Department of Psychology at Colorado State University in April,

1972, sent questionnaires to 245 secondary schools of Colorado for the

purpose of identifying those institutions offering instruction in psycho-

logy. The Department initiated thi, study in order to obtain information

concerning psychology programs and staffs which would help in planning

departmental assistance to interested school personnel. Secondary schools

were identified by utilizing the Colorado Education Directory and a Univer-

sity mailing list. Returns were received from 206 schools or 84% of the

population.

Psychology was included in the curricula of 131 (63.6%) of the

Colorado high schools responding. An additional 11 schools (5.3%) planned

to offer a. course in psychology. There were 64 schools (31%) which did not

offer or plan to offer instruction in this subject. Consequently, about

seven high schools in ten are offering or plan to include psychology as

part of their curriculum.

The total student enrollment in grades nine through twelve in

Colorado in 1963 was 119,922. with 3,028 (2.53%) students enrolled in psy-

chology courses. One hundred and twenty (120) schools reported enrollment

1
Parts of this chapter first appeared az:: Benson, G. P., Jacobson, L. and

Vattano, F. J. A survey of high school psychology in Colorado. Fort
Collins, Colorado: Department of Psychology, Colorado State University,
1972, 8 pages (mimeograph).
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data for the 1971-72 academic year. These schools reported a total en-

rollment of 90,272 students with 12,033 (13%) students enrolled in psychology.

This increase (3,028 to 12,033) is approximately a 397% increase in psy-

chology enrollment during the nine year period from 1963 to 1972. En-

rollment in psychology was primarily limited to juniors and seniors, and

was most frequently a semester (60%) or a full yeas course (39%) in

length.

Thus, if 13% of the high school students enroll annually in

psychology, one would anticipate tnat 52% of the youths in these schools

would have taken psychology over a four year period. Several teachers

Commented that psychology was their most popular elective.

There were 158 staff members teaching psychology in the 131 high

schools, Several high schools employed more than one psychology instruc-

tor. Most of these teachers (71%) had obtained teaching certificates

from nine Colorado colleges and universities. Since such a high pro-

portion of the state's psychology teachers received training in Colorado,

progiams aimed at improving psychology instruction in the state mould be

implemented at these universities and colleges.

The typical academic vreparation of the high school psychology

teachers was in the social sciences, history, and social studies (See

Table la). The predominance of the social science concentration is

further am,dified by the addition of majors reported in sociology,

political science, and education. ;Then academic minors are considered,

the preparation of high school dsychology appears to iwrove (Table 1b).

-
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Academic Major

Table la

College Majors of High School
Psychology Teachers

N

C142)

6ocial Science
History
hnglish
Psychology
Social Studies
Sociology
Physical Education
Counseling

26
23
14

13

13

9

9

7

% of
Sample Academic Major

N
t132)

% of
Sample

18.20 Mathematics 5 3.30
16.10 Political Science 4 2.80
9.80 Education 4 2.80
9.10 Zoology 3 2.10
9.10 Business 2 1.30
6.30 Music 2 1.30
6.30 *Other 8 5.40
4.70

*Majors indicated by only one respondent

Table lb

College Hiriors of High School
Psychology Teachers

Academic Minor
N

(1rb)

% of
Sample Academic Minor

N % of
Sample

Psychology 35 29.4 Business

_OD)

4 3.3
Physical Education 14 11.8 Mathematics 3 2.5
Education 13 10.8 Biology 3 2.5
Social Studies 9 7.5 Social Science 3 .2.5
ilistory 8 6.7 Foreign Language 2 1.6
Political Science 7 5.8 Philosophy 2 1.6

Counseling 5 4.2 Geography 2 1.6

English 5 4.2 *Other 4 3.3

*:iinors indicated by only one respondent
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Teachers of high school psychology reported an academic minor in psychology

more often than any other area (29.4%). Again, however, the social science

orientation predominates even among the minor areas of study.

Table 2 consolidates majors into five general categories. This

consolidation reveals that in Colorado 62% of the high school psychology

teachers had majored in the social sciences, 11.3% in the natural sciences,

9.2% in psychology, 5.6% in the humanities, and 8% in the "other" cate-

'gory. The number of psychology teachers reporting majors in sciences and

numanities is similar to findings revealed in other surveys. The

largest discrepancy in the comparison of these surveys is the smaller

number of psychology teachers in Colorado who reported a college major in

psychology. Only 9.2% reported a psychology major compared to a mean

of 24% as reported in other similar surveys.

Table 2

Academic Preparation of high School Psychology
Teachers Reported in Four Surveys

Academic Area Percentage

Social Sciences 62.0

Aathematics E sciences 11.3

Psychology 9.2

Humanities 5.6

Other



a-

As psychology is increasingly incorporated. into high school

curricula it is being taught by teachers whose major academic preparations

is in other areas. The present survey indicates that only 20% of those

teaching psychology have no other teaching responsibilities, while 80%

have additional teaching assignments unrelated to psychology (Table 3).

Table 3

high School Psychology Teachers by
Subject Matter Area

Subject N % of Sample

Social Sciences 167 66.8

Only Psychology 29 19.6

Humanities, Mathematics,
and Sciences 49 9.8

Others 33 13.2

This finding is in accord with the fact that social science is the. most

frequently reported academic major (Table 2).

In response to a question concerning instructional materials,

52.5% of Colorado's psychology teachers utilized Psychology: Its

Principles and Applications by Lngle and Snellgrove (Table 4). This

text is also reported to be the most widely used'in several other state...

Despite the text's wide usage, a number of teachers spontaneously asked

for suggestions on more appropriate texts. :.bile most teachers reported

using a text with an appropriate title, soLie titles suggest wide varia-

tion in course content by the selection of the following texts: Sociology'

-7-
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Table 4

Textbooks Used by Colorado High School Psychology Teachers

Author and Title % of Sample

Psychology: Its Principles and Aalications
Engle and wiellgrove 65 52.5

Psychology:,, The _.,cience of- Behavior,
17 13.7Sranca

Psychology for Living, Sorenson, 1:alm,
7 5.60and Forehand

Psychology Tod, Communications/Research/
5 4.0ilachines Inc.

Psychology and Life, Ruch and Ziibardo 4 '3.2

Introduction to the Behavioral Sciences,
2 1.6Sandberg

*Others 24 19.35

*Texts indicated by only one respondent



Table 5

iiign School Psychology Teachers' Preferences for C.S.U. Support Programs

Question

Number Percent
Number Responding Responding

Responding Yes Yes

dould you like additional work in
psychology?

of the following support
programs offered at C.S.U.
would be of interest to you?

a) Ten-week summer 'institute for
teachers of psychology

b) Two-week summer workshop

c) Short courses during acadevdc
year

d) materials on
video tape

e) College courses on video tape
granting credit

f) College credit leading to a
master's degree

126 102 86.5

83 47 60.2

108 85 85.1

95 67 63.6

115 99 92.1

93 56 67.7

89 42 50.5



(.4

by Land 2, PsichacybPrn.ti.:s Ly Malt;:, and How to Win Friends and Influence

People by Carnegie. Although the adoption of these materials may be useful

supplements, their sel.cti.n as the primary text is questionable.

The most frequently used tile for high school courses was

"Psychology", with closely related titles like "Introduction to Psychology",

and "General Psychology". Only a few references were made to titles like

Social Studies, iientul health, ani Personality Dynamics. Although course

titles show a definite focus on psychology, t.ere is no assurance that the

title adequately reflects course content as suggested by text selection

in some schools.

One of the p.rposes of the survey was to identify the types of

assistance which high school teachers of psychology desired. The cate-

gories of help and the respons.7s of the teachers are presented in Table 5.

One hundred and two of the teachers desired additional work in psychology;

85 were interested in two-week summer workshops, 67 in short courses dur-

ing the academic year, 56 in college courses for credit on video tape, 47

in ten-week summer institutls and 42 in a program of study leading to a

master's degree. In rt4LLioa, 99 teachers 1,cre interested in supplemental

teaching matorials en video tape.

Summary and Recaxtell:itito,

There is t,.:owing T.t,_!r:!st and awareness about psychology among the

general poi:ulacr .bscd n'nnerous ways, not the least of which is

the public media. The r.latively recent presence of publictions like

Psychology Today, the "lavior- feature of Time magazine, the increasing

appearance cf tp;o:3 about ps;Thological phenomena, and the recurrent

-10-



"psychological" theme of many movies, indicates a focus upon behavior which

is unprecedented. Additionally, psychology enrollments are up both in

colleges and in high schools. These phenomena demonstrate that the public

is eager to learn more about themselves and about the determiners of be-

havior generally.

These trends toward increased behavioral awareness are certainly

related to the state of our knowledge about psychological phenomena. The

study of behavior has become a sovhisticated discipline and there is much

to be conveyed and interpreted to the general public which is in keeping

with the overall purpose of advancing psychology as a science and as a

Lieans of promoting human welfare. The psychological profession must be

concerned about the status of what is being taught, at what level, and

by whom. with our curren inological capacity for the dissemination

of scientific knowledg it would appear the time has never been more

opportune for making the findings of our behavioral research a part of

the public domain.

The American Psychological Association is to be commended for its

efforts in this area. The activities of the Education and Training Board,

Division II, and the special task force on precollege psychology have all

contributed considerably to the resources available to the high school

and college teacher. Publications like Periodically, Program on the

Teaching of Psychology in the Secondary School, The Undergraduate Education

in Psycholoy, and the psychology Teacher's Resource iiook are excellent

examples of recent quality efforts to keep pace with the preparation and

resource needs of high school and college teachers. There remains, however,



a lack of adequate fornal preparation in psychology received by many high

school psychology teach Perhaps it is time for the psycho ogical

profession to take an even stronger .,osition regarding curricular matters

as they involve the teaching of csycqology in the hip schools.

The .,resent authors would suggest the fDllowing be given consider-

ation for immediate action among those charged with curriculum responsi-

bilities within the .,,ycholegical iirofession:

(1) Development of a systematic program for the upgrading of the

qualifications of those currently teaching psychology in the

high schools.

(2) Consideration be given to a formal certification requirement

for those who teach psychology courses in high schools to

insure that a common core of information be given adequate

coverage !ithin the scope of the high .school curriculum.

(3) Additional funding ue made available to support a special

commission as part of the \PA pre-college committee which

would estal,lis :lolicv and mal..e recommendations regarding

minimum standards for training.

(4) Increased efforts 50 made to collect and develop supplemental

software materials to be made available to those interested

in using such materials to enhance their teaching efforts.

(5) Additional efforts be made to encourage the psychological

profession to tale a more active role in transmitting and

interpreting knowledge about behavior to the public within

a context of education for living. at all levels.



high :ichool Psychology in Uelawarel

by
Norma uoffman

During the 1972-73 scaool year, questionnaires were mailed to

thirty-one high school principals. Of these, twenty-nine were returned

(93.5%). Two schools did not respond.

Of the twenty-nine schools re:.:1.onding to the survey, thirteen

(44.8%) offered a separate course in psychology in their curriculum.

In all but one of the thirteen schools (92.3%), the psychology course

was offered as an elective for all eleventh and twelfth grade students.

One or two schools limit the course to just twelfth graders. One

school offered psychology as an elective for academic. students only.

In these thirteen schools, taree (23.1%) offered the separate

psychology course for nine weeks, eight (61.6%) offered it for a semester,

and two (15.40) offered it for a full year.

Information was obtained r:levant to the background of those

teaching the separate course in iiucholou. In eight schools (61.6 %),

the course was taught by social science teachers. In the other five

schools, the course tas tauL;:it by counselors and English teachers or

special education teachers wi h ,,sychology training. This data is con-

sistent with the data on t::e certiiication ',:ackground of psychology

teachers in other states.

'Parts of this chal.tei first acpeared as: tioffman, .14. Report of

survey of Delaware hig:i .ilidneton, Delaware: 'jilmington

Public Schools, January 25, 1:J73, 1 page, (mi:aeograph). Noffraan

is a uelaber of tic Au AOC Lo.ittee for Social Science.



A variety of textbooks were being u.,ed by these teachers. Two

textbooks, Psycaology: The zicience of Lehavior (A. A. Branca) and

Psychology (T. L. Engle) were used in four schools each (30.8%). Three

scnools (23.10) used the Sorenson text entitled Psychology for Living.

Textbooks being used in one school each were; Psychology (Cox), General

Psychology (Orgell and iloskowitz), Reading in Psychology Today (CR11

Publications), and Introduction to the Behavioral Sciences (Sandberg).

One school indicated an assortment of paperback and dittoed materials

were used in taeir psychlology class.

Of the sixteen schools that did not offer a course in psychology,

seven had plans to add the course in the near future. Two schools

indicated they would like to (Jffer a course if there is a call and/or-

if they can find someone qualified to teach it. One of these schools

aad a counselor teachint, it at one time out found that to be unsatis-

factory. Seven schools (43.7`) have no plans for offering the course.



Pigh School Psvcholopy in Floridal

by

Robert O. Stahl and 3. Poyle Casteel

Purim, the 1970-71 school year, a survey of Florida secondary

schools relative to the teachino of psychology in Florida was con-

ducted and the results were retorted by the two authors. After two

years, the authors felt a need to repeat the survey.

A new questionnaire was designed 1) to obtain data on the same

broad range of areas and topics pertaining to the status of psychology

in Florida secondary schools ls was collected on the previous study;

and 2) to get information and data relevant to a number of other areas

and subjects not included on the previous survey but which were con-

sidered important. In Anril, 1 e.73, a 37-ifem questionnaire accompanied

by an introductory letter and n starned, self .addressed envelope was

mailed to 409 Florida secont'ary schools. This report includes data from

218 responses in the 409 schools surveyel (53.P).

The survey reveale,l t'Int rsychology as a separate course of study

was tauoht in 175 of the 21r. Florida secondary schools. "hen compared

to data.collecte0 in the 1970-71 survey, this 1972-73 figure represents

an increase of thirty-five schools (25.0%) offering separate courses in

psychology 4.n two years. "'ile 175 schools (`10.3") ocfered separate

psycholoy courses within their curriculum, 158 of the 175 respondents

1r its this chapter fin;t pTiperlred as : Stahl, P.J. r casteel, J.0.,

Tile status of pre-college nsycology in the state of Florida duria.
1970-71 cmd 1972-73: a connarltive retort. Pesenrch "onooraph No. R,
Gninesyille, Florida: P.---rYonge Thboratory School, nctoher, 1973,
49 naes. (('opies are lvailaide frer! upon request.)



(90.3%) actually taught the course designated as psychology in their

school. This report concerns itself primarily with the respons6s of

the 158 respondents who actually taught the separate course of psych-

ology.

According to the data reported in the 1970-71 survey report, 19,779

students ,'ere enrolled in all psychology courses ranging in length from

six weeks to one year with 12 teachers teachina separate psychology

courses. !'espondents.to the more recentisurvey reported that during the

1971-72 school year, 24,700 students had enrolled in their psychology

courses 1ith that enrollment increasing to 25,201 students in the 1972-73

school year. The 1971-72 'ieure represents an increase of 24.9 percent

over the 1P70-71 figure !:ith the 1172-73 enrollment showing a 27.4 per-

cent increase over the 107'1-71 enroll,lent for all courses over six weeks

long.

The 17,412 students enrolled for a one semester course during the

1972-73 school year represents a slieht decrease of .10 percent in student

enrollment over tlx1 year neriod for courses of that length. This total

is a 39.1 percent increase over the 1960-69 student figures (12,519 stu-

dents) sunplied by the Florida State Department of Education. The 158

teachers represent a r.ain o'' thirty teachers (23.4 percent increase) in

the t' ;() year period and 154,2 percent increase over the 1968-69 state

Departmert teacher Lally (,2 teachers). 'Mile the pace of student en-

rollment in .;enarate nsych!olny courses has slackened over the past two

years (7. c" From I ( -6P to 1070-71 to 27,1 from 1970-71 to 1972-73),

psycholoy continues to he one of the fastest growing course offerings

in the 'iitory or Florida education.

The Jan: indicated t',at these course:-; were offered primarily in



public secondary schools (135 responses or 85.4%) with ,.on- Catholic

private religious schools (11 responses or 7.0%), private non-religious

scnools (6 responses or .S.C,), and Catholic parochial schools (4 responses

or 2.5'.) following in that order. In addition, classroom teachers of psy-

chology in one military academy and one vocational-lp:chnical school re-

sponded to this survey.

Ihe 1S8 teacaers taught their courses in schools with dissimilar

total student enrollments, racial mixtures, and urban-rural settings.

The data collected relative to three school characteristics are reported

One hundred and one teachers ((4.3%) taught in secondary schools

with over 1,000 students enrolled. Schools with enrollments of 501 to

1,000 ranked second with 25 responses (15.9%); 201 to 350, third with

11 responses (7.0%); 351 to S00, fourth with 9 responses (5.7%); 101 to

200, fifth with 7 responses (4.5%); and, schools with less than 100

students enrolled, sixtn t,ith 4 responses (2.5%). In part these data

may suggest that psicholoff is considered to, be a valid but not a

critical component of many course offerings provided by schools. The

data also suggest that already required instructional courses operate

to restrain the develoig..ent aau offering of 1.sychology courses in some

higu schools.

Of the 154 teachers responded to the item concerninp. the

approximate ratio of whites to blacks attending their school, 110

toachers (71.4%) indicated t:,ey taught at schools with a racial balance

of apfroxiately 60 ;,ercent white and 20 percent' black. Twenty-three

teachers (14.) ) taugat in schools with a 65%/35% white -black ratio;



7 teacaers (4.5=0) in schools with an approximate 50%/50% ratio; 3 tea-

chers (1.9%) in schools with a 35%/65% white-black ratio; and 11 teachers

(7.1%) in schools with a 2Q /80% ratio.

A majority of the teachers (89 or.57.8%) taught in secondary

schools whose geographic am. social setting were predominately urban in

nature. lairty-five teachers (22.7%) taught in primarily rural schools

while .50 respondent (19.5) indicated taeir school drew students about

equally from truth urban and rural settings.

One hundred and twenty -nine of the 154 teachers (84.9%) responding

reported that they taught classes which had a racial mixture of ap,-drox-

iiaately percent white and 20 percent black. This suggests that in

better than four-fifths of 411 psychology courses taught in Florida

secondary schools, the student enrollment is approximately four whites

to one black regardless of the white-black ratio of the total school

population. The data concerning the whites to blacks enrollment for

the other ratios specified in the questionnaire also support this claim.

The second ,lust freLtuencly indicated ratio of whites and blacks enrolled

in the courses was the 0S :iiite/3 6% black ratio (10 responses or 6.6%),

with the 5j'450-0 ratio thirO (5 responses or 3.3%), and the 20% white/

80% black ratio fouryh(F responses or 1).3%). No teacher responded to

the ite/65':, Aack 1.atio included in the questionnaire. In only

8 of the 14 schools with ,-red om,.n ately black student enrollments did

psycnol(gy courses enroll him%) .:lack than !;bite students. This data

sugge.,L (at ,:lacks ir.:t perceive psychology as beneficial to their

lives Jr relevant co their nee-.is and interests while it may indicate

that c.:c :.sycholou coui:sc is oh ' ;f 1:le last bastions against inte-

rat:on -fel:Lail:1n: :11 the secondary school curriculum. !;bile



other interpretations of the data are possible, insufficient informa-

tion allows only for conjecture at this time.

It was found that in better than two-thirds of the cases (69.1%),

the uajorit; of students in tne classes were girls. Twenty-six teachers

(17.10) indicated an approxivately balanced classroom while only 21

teachers (13.8%) reported that a majority of students enrolled in their

courses were boys.

Information pertaining to the grade level of the students enrolled

in the courses was obtained. Courses open to only ninth graders or only

tenth graders were offered at only one school each. Three teachers

(1.9%) indicated their courses were open to just eleventh graders while

47 (30.1%) reported courses open only to twelfth graders. The grade

combinations which received the most responses were the eleventh and

twelfth grades combined (69 responses or 44.2%) and the tenth through

twelfth grades (33 responses or 21.2%). The ninth through twelfth

grades combined received only two responses (1.3%). In 1970-71,

courses enrolling just twelfth Graders or eleventh and twelfth graders

combined ..ere found in 34.4% of the schools. The 1972-73 data revealed

this had declined to 74.:) jercent. These figures represented a tendency

of schools over the past years to break from the pattern of primarily

enrolling, seniors in the course ,lnd a growth toward allowing more tenth

and eleventh graders to enroll in the courses. This may mean that psy-

choloa is seekiu a niche in tne social studies programs oftered at the

secondary scaool level. These data also suggest that psychology as a

course offering usually comietes :;ith Lconomics, Sociology, Problems of

benocracy, and otner Uenilvioral science offerings for the attention of

-1 '-



twelfth ;traders with either eleventh to tenth and eleventh graders.

allowed to elect the course. Those interested in increasing the number

of "psychology offering:; might :ell contemplate developing courses and

instructional materials for ninth and tenth grades. Less competition

%vita other beavioral sciences is likely because typical ninth and tenth

grade course offerings for the social s+..udies are less established in

tradition, convention, and la:.

Data were collected relative to the length of time the specific

courses in psychology were offered. The most frequent responses showed

100 scnools (04.5'6) offered the course for one semester in length. This

figure vas nearly identical to the 1970-71 percentage (66.4%) for semester

course offerings. The other choices and responses were: a) a full year

(40 responses or 25.8%), b) nine weeks (7 responses or 4.5%), and c) six

weeks (3 responses or 1.9%). Five respondents (3.3%) indicated their

courses were offered on the trimester system of 12 weeks in length. In

light of the data from the 1970-71 study, there appears to be a slight

tendency to offer awer year -long courses in psychology while at the same

time increasing the number of courses six weeks and nine weeks in length.

,hen asKed if the specific courses in psychology were offered as an

elective or required course at their school, 141 of tae 157 respondents

to this iteL. (96.8%) selected the former. This is a slight decrease from

the 1970-71 data Uich revealed )6.4 percent of the courses were elective.

survey obtained information relative to the identity of courses

or subject areas other than those specifically labeled Psychology which

contained 301:A: :,sychological principles and subject matter. In examining

the co:binQj responses uf the 216 respondents, it was again found that



'psychological' subject r. tier was taught in a var5.ety of other courses

and was again considered important by the respondents to the comprehension

and application of thoSe subject areas. Courses identified as containing

psychological subject matter were; Sociology (23 responses or 37%); Pro-

blems of Democracy (26 responses or 35.1%); Family Life (22 responses or

2J.7%); Cnild Development (14 responses or 18.9%); Home Economics (14

responses or 18.9',,), and Contemporary Issues (11 responses or 14.9%).

.:;voice labeled ''other'' received 14 responses (18.9%) and included such

courses as Religion (4), Anthropology (3), Teenager in Society, ;lumen

Relations, Farm Relations, i4ursing Education, Senior Youth Guidance, Social

Studies Seminar, and iodern Family Living. The data may suggest that schools

were making a great effort to incorporate as much 'psychology' as they could

into existing courses '::hen tne- were not able to offer their students separate

courses in psyc.lology. Forty-four of the 153 psychology teachers indicated

%

that psychological principles and information were being taught in other

courses at their school as well as in their own separate courses.

Alen the respondents were asked whether the course ';as considered a

popular course fu,--gtudeats to take at their school, 136 of the 145 teachers

(93.8) L:arkine, this itei.. answered in the affirmative. This was nearly the

same figure (94.5°,) reported in the 1.;70-71 study. Four of the five teachers

who reported their courses were required courses at their school indicated

the course was no considered popular by students.

In another itel:1 related to tae popularity of the courses, responeents

were asked if students demand for and enrollment in specific psychology

classes had increased, decreased, or remainied steady over the past two .

or three years. In schools where specific courses in psychology were



k

offered, 37 of the 137 techers (63.4%) 1;h0 responded to this item indi-

cated'that enrolloent cemanl for the course had risen over the past

two or three years. The 1970-71 survey revealed a slightly higher percen-

tage (t5..:.) of teachers reporting a growth in demand and enrollment over

a the to three year perod. Twelve teachers (8.3%) reported a decrease

while 33 respondents (27.7''' indicated a fairly stable enrollment and demand.

Again as in the 1970-71 survey, teachers rIpo.eting decreases in enrollment

noted that the reason for the decrease was largely attributable to one of

two causes: first, tne school's total enrollment had dropped tremendously
4

as new schools were opened in the area; and second, the teacher who had
4

taught the course before had departed; ccnsequeatly, the.principal reduced
I,

the number of psychology courses offered. This suggests still again that

psychology has.not found a conventional p14.:e in the curriculum, It would

appear that those interested in increasing psychology offerings must do two

things: (1) determine what %nowledge, what understandings, and what concepts

a high school student can anticipate knowing as a result of instruction in

psychology; and (2) convince those who exercise influence over the curriculum

that the consequences of ouch knowledge, understandings, and conceptual power

are of ,;ril.iary value as as intcgral (one is t-mpted to say essential) element

of general education.

Infomation pertainiilL; to the subject area of certification and

college ,,reparation of teacaors tezIching psychology w;:s sought. Social

studies certificates were nel,: "oy 128 cf 1;6 teachers (86.5%) teaching

the course. This compares to 71.8', of the teachers in the 1970-71 study.

Guidance and Counselin ccrtiFicates w,:re hold by 23 respondents (15.5%)

with home Lecni:acs respol:es or and Scicce (4 responses or



.2.7%) following in that order. A number of respondents indicated they

held degrees in other areas. ,nen their. responses were analyzed, the

data revealed that some of the psychology teachers held certificates in

Administration (7 responses), Language Arts (5 responses), Foreign Lan-

guages (3 responses), and one each in Physical Education, Library Science,

JournalisiA, ,athematics, uible, Elementary Education, and Theology.

In Florida, as in most other states, a teacher could (and still can)

teach psycnoloL4 courses at the secondary school level without having nad

a psychology or educational-)sychology course in college since no certifi-

cation requirements have been spelled out by the state certification agency.

nowever, the data revealing ti.e strong social science background of the

teacaers teaching the specific courses and the background of those who

include psycnological suuject matter in their courses suggest that admin-

istrators and teacners are continuing to pe:ceive the course as a social

studies ratner than a science course and that social science teachers are

1.erceived as the teacaers most able to teach the psychology courses.

One -third (51 responses or 33.9%) of the 150 teacners who responded

to the item indicating the level of taeir college training reported they

held a masters dei;ree. Twenty-six teachers (17.3%) aad completed some work

ueyond tau masters level. One teacher had attained the secialist rank and

one the doctorate. Thirty-seven teachers (24.7%) held tae bachelors degree

only w.Lile "4 teachers (22.7%) na.: completed sor.:e course work beyond the

be7.aelor:i dec;rue level but had not yet received a masters decree.

In exa:Ainiag the nunUor c. semester hours the 158 teachers nad accumu-

lated in !.schology and educational psychology courses at either tne grad-

uate or underL;raduate level, it was found that these teachers averaged 25.1
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hours of college course preparation. The amount of their college preparatory

background ranged irom a low of zero hours (15 res,oh.:.ents) to a.lig.a of .75

semester aours 1.ith a mode of 24 aours. ,side isc...alscis do exist in the

college preparatory background of pre-college level psychology teacaers.

These data also indicated tat the 1972-73 teachers had increased their

college course work by an average of 2.4 hours over their 1970-71 counter-

parts who averaged 22.7 hours. The data lend support to the claim made by

several respondents in the 1';;70-71 survey that they felt they needed more

training at tae college level and would seek to obtain this preparation.

The number of teachers with no college psycholog; course background in-

creased sligatly in the two-year period.

(if the 158 teacaers, 132 responded to the item regarding their attitude

about their college 'course preparation. A majority of the teachers (115 or

75.7%) reported they felt taey had enough college preparation to teach psy-

caology adequately in the scaeol. Thirty-seven teachers (24.3%) felt

less confident about their training and did not consider their background

adequate for teacaing the course. nen asked if they felt they had enough

college course work, to teue l ,:sychelogi adequately at the secondary school

level, 71.80 of the 126 teachers answering the 1970-71 survey responded

affirmatively. A cohl.arisoh of the data C..o,! the two surveys indicates

beat the 172-75 tm:chers felt more ositive about the adequacy of their

college preparation (an increase of 3.5 :;i) than did the 1970-71 teacher

respondents. These data seem to supi,ort the claim ,wade in the report of

the 1970-71 survey resuns chat administrators and department chairmen

are most to select those teachers whom they feel can do a good job

of teaching che course rather than rali,:oly assigning the course to any



teacaer 'on tat: Tae ialoruation regarding subject area of certifi-

catiou would inuicate taat these auiAnistrators are willing to staff courses

"ita teacaers Lro, :.ide variety of su,ject area svecialties and from dif-

.ferent cieree levels to find a teacaer nor tae course.

Addition41 inior,ation relative to t"e general approaca of tae teacaers

to their courses, tae tcvicz, :Jere taught, anu tae objectives set for

tae courses was sougat.

Teachers were asxed t.hethur tau a, ;.roach taey took toward their courses

tended to be beaavioristic or "L..iahistic in orientation. Uf tae 152 teacaers

wao resvonued to tais item,.6b re;Jorted taeir ai),,roacn uas benavior-

istic with teachers (38.;:;',) indicatin, a humanistic a,proach. since 13

res,ondents refused to 1Lah eitaer 1: ay and :Tote in .bota" or 'about even',

their res,onses ere col.bined and hiadu uj 6.6 A:Tcent of tne replies to tnis

ite". Tile fact taut a Liajority of teacaers indicated taeir api.roacn tended

to be more Leiliwioristic taa4,iiulaa,Listic runs counter to wnat was anticipated

especially in liLat of tae stroi studies back:;round of most of the

teacaers toacain, tao course. L.oever, ttith tau current movement touard

labelin, psycholo,,i courses -behavioral science- evurss, tae introduction

and use of a state-ado,-tee textboo. ''behavioral science" in the title,

and tae lac. of an articulaLcu 1-sycaology curriculum for the

secondary scaool, tau staceJ ,re,...r(.-aces of taese teachers toward behavior-

istic labels, and perna,- conce_t': as well is understandable.

The reader i:, cautiohed re.;,onent selection of 'behaviorism

with tne worn. of b. ,doert oandui.a, and other strict psycaological

uenaviorists. l,.c e_)ectiv:s t mieti rusoondents designed and taugat

their courses arm tae to,ic, c inclut:.L,.: in tucse courses add merit to tais

caution.



Teachers were asked to identify the objectives they set for teaching-

their courses at the secondary school level. This item of the questionnaire

allowed teachers to check any number of the 12 objectives already provided

and included an invitation to add additional objectives. A number of teachers

marked several objectives. The three objectives receiving the most support

and passing the 75.0% level were: a) to help students cope with problems

associated with emerging adolescence (132 responses or 84.0%); b) to assist

students in adjusting to life and solving life's problems (126 responses or

80.2%); and, c) to apply psychological knowledge in order to understand

contemporary social problems and events (124 responses of 78.9%). The three

objectives least supported by these teachers were: a) to help students in

their vocational planning (31 responses or 19.7%); b) to prepare .students for

college psychology courses (56 responses or 35.6%); and, c) to assist students

in preparing for family life (83 responses or 53.8%). Apparently skeptical of

the value of psychology courses on the pre-college level, one respondent

listed as the objective of these courses 'to supply another elective which

looks good on paper!" In reviewing the objectives specified for the psychology

courses, it is apparent that they emphasize general "life-adjustment" and

"mental health- objectives while they de-emphasize preparation for career,

college, family life activities.

Twenty-two topics generally covered in psychology courses in secondary

schools were listed in the questionnaire. The respondents were invited to

indicate all of those topics which they included in their courses. The five

topics covered most by the teachers teaching the specific courses in rsych-

ology were intelligence (145 responses or 92.4M, mental illness (140 responses
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or 89.2), personality theory (139 responses or 88.5%), mental health (135

responses or 32.8%), and emotions (130 responses or 82.8%). Those topics

least covered included statistics (37 responses or 23.5%), child care (45

responses or 28.6%), the human body (biological background) (65 responses or

41.4%), love (83 responses or 56.0%), and human growth and development (90

responses or 57.3%).

An item was included seeking information as to what topics should be

included in psychology courses taught at the secondary school level. The

respondents were invited to select the topics that should be included in

these courses with the option of adding additional topics if the ones pro-

vided were not sufficient for their needs. Four of the top five topics

previously identified as the topics most often covered in psychology courses

taAht by these teachers were checked as those topics which ought to be in-

cluded in pre-college psychology courses. The lone exception, intelligence,

which ranked number one in topics-taught, ranked number seven in the topics-

to be included item. The top five topics these teachers listed as those

which ought to be covered were emotions (137 responses or 92.5%), mental

illness (132 responses or 89.1%), mental health (131 responses or 88.5%),

personality theory (127 responses or 85.8%), and motivation (124 responses

or 83.7%). The fifth topic, .otivation, reached eighth place in the topics

included in current courses section of the questionnaire. The topics con-

sidered least important on the basis of whether they should be included in

psychology courses on this level were statistics (52 responses or 35.1%),

the human body (63 responses or 42.5%), child care (70 responses or 47.2%),

parapsychology (34 responses or 56.7%), and heredity and genetics (92 re-

sponses or 62.1). Three of the five topics selected as least appropriate



are closely associated with "behaviorism" (statistics, the human body, and

heredity and genetics), and three of the top five topics (emotions, mental

i llness, mental health) are associated with "humanism". Thus, even though

these teachers perceived themselves as being primarily behavioristic in

their approach to their courses, the topics they covered in their courses

and those they wanted to see included in courses taught at this level

clearly favored "humanistic" approaches, objectives, and topics at the

expense of more "behavioristic" ones.

Florida secondary school teachers again reported they were in great

need of acv and various kinds of materials, instructional aids, and infor-

mation to help them do a more adequate, job of teaching their psychology

courses. The 1972-73 survey an4ysis revealed that these classroom t6chers

desired a great deal of assistance in the form of materials and instructional

aids and were quite willing to identify the materials and the type of assist-

ance they wanted. An overwhelming number of the 158 teachers and the 60

other respondents to the survey indicated that this assistance and instruc-

tional material would help th:m improve the quality of the courses they were

teaching. Their responses clearly demonstrated their thoughts and feelings

toward getting newer, more useful, and larger quantities of instruction

materials !a.1 r:sources.

As exp..-ct,:d, numbc of the 158 teachers used at least one of

the four state-doptcd textbooks in teaching their courses. With all of

the 158 tec.c!ILrs responding to this item, 97 teachers (61.4%) indicated

the' used tLxthook entitled Psychology: its principles and Applications

by T. L. rn0.1, nid Louis SnAlgrove, Psychology: The ;science of Behavior



by A. A. Branca was being use by 34 teachers (21.5 %); Introduction To

4,ehavioral Science edited by swIT, was being used by 24 teachers (15.2%);

and Psychology by W. J. McKeachie and C. L. Doyle was used by 15 teachers

(9.5%). Those data when compared to the results of the previous study sug-

gest that psychology teachers are not only looking for better and more in-

formative textbooks; but, when given the opportunity will purchase and use

these books to assist them in improving the quality of their courses.

However, despite the fact that these teachers had four state-adopted text-

books from which to choose and even though twelve percent of them were

using a newly adopted textbook, a greater percentage of teachers (52.3%)

reported they wanted a different kind of text than did those who responded

to the 1970-71 study (49.2%).

Additional information regarding the use of these textbooks was

collected. An examieation of these data revealed that in twenty.nine per-

cent of the cases, these state-adopted textbooks were used a great deal of

the time by those teachers teaching the courses in psychology. One-third

of the teachers (33.1',) reported they used,Akese textbooks often while

twenty-eight percent of the teachers reported using them occasionally.

Thirteen tcachers (9.4%) who responded to this item reported they never

or rarely used these texts even though they had them available in their

classrooms for students use. The overall tendencies suggested nearly

parallels the results obtained on the 1970-71 survey when 64.6% of the

teachers reported they used the state-adopted textbooks often or a great

deal of the tin,. Additional data indicates that 31 of the 139 teachers

who responded tv this item used these textbooks for lack of any other

reading rr)terial(s). The data support the made in the 1970-71
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report and reiterated in this essay that these widely used textbooks are

not including the kinds of topics, concepts, information, and subject

matter that classroom teachers feel ought to be investigated, explored,

and ,taught in the secondary scheD1 classroom.

Despite the fact that the past two years has seen a tremendous in-

crease in the availability and quantity of commercially produced instruc-

tional aids and materials for psychology teachers to use in their class-

rooms, 94.7 percent or 144 of the 152 teachers responding to this item

reported they felt a need fir mere materials and information to help them

do a more adequate jet) of teaching psychology. This figure, compares to

the 96.1% reported two years earlier. However, 152 of 153 teachers (99.3%)

indicated they would use these materials if they were made available for

their use. This is an increase of 2.4% over the 96.91 recorded for this

item on the 1970-71 survey. These data suggest that while the 1972-73

teachers di0 not have the same feelings about needing new and more instruc-

tional materials, they did indicate they would use them more if they were

made available for their Use.

Data wen also sought relative ti the specific kinds of materials

psyche:logy teachers wanted te. see made available to them for use in their

psychology ceurses. (See Figure I). The data presented in the figure in-

eice.te, the divergent and cenverent needs as well as the overall prefer-

ences f the respondents.

The data received fr,r1 the 1972-73 survey and the conclusions 1..a:ic4.1

ur:in an analysis these data hth suggest that these classroom teachers

are still net content with the cc urses they are teaching or the materials
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FIGURE I

!that type(:;) of ad&tional instructional materials relating to psychology
would you want to see made available for your use?

Category I*
(with percentages)

Category
II**

Total
All
Respon-
dents***

A. Films 135 (83.2 %) 21 156

'6. !aterials for classroom
experiments 131 (85.6) 20 151

C. Simulation games 117 (76.5%) 22 139

D. Filmstrips 116 (75.8%) 15 131

E. Overhead .transparencies 102 (66.7%) 13 115

F. Posters and pictures 93 (60.8%) 12 105

G. Audio tapes 91 (59.5%) 18 109

E. A different kind of
textbook CO (52.3%) 10 90

I. A newsletter or bulletin
for teachers 75 (49.0%) 10 85

J. A reference service for
students 72 (47.1%) 13 85

K. Pamphlets relatinl; to
careers/ in psychology and

related fields 72 (47.n) .1 81

L. A curriculum guide 66 (43.1%) 12 78

'1. 'iaterial for slow learners 55 (35.9%) 13 68

N. Other (specify) 10 ( 6.5%) 3 13

*Category I represents the 153 psychology teachers who responded to this
item of the questionnaire.

**Category II represents the res,ionses of the 60 respondents not teaching
the sycitolog; dourbes.

***The Total represents all 213 respondents who responded to this item.
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they are using; to teach them. These teachers are very interested in im-

.)roving the quality of Their courses and arc concerned with finding ways

of doing so. Their responses clearly indicate tnat what has been done to

assist ther: in the fort 'of instructional material and information has not

been adequate to meet their needs. It also appears that these teachers

are to further their academic training in order to do a more

adequate job of teiching their psychology courses; and this may result

in an increased desire on the part of these teachers for materials and

resources in the future.

Thirty-five respondents expressed interest in offering psychology

courses at their school providin3 adequate materials and personnel were

available. This represents 81.4 percent of the 43 schools not offering

separate courses in psychology. Only eight respondents replied negatively

to this possibility.

There is a definite need for educators, scholars, colleges of edu-

cation, state boards of education, curriculum planning committees, and

professional organizations interested in psychology on the secondary

school level to join forces to provide teachers with some of the informa-

tion, materials, equipment, resources, curriculum guides, instructional

units, classroom activities, and teaching methods they need. The college

preparation these teachers need and are seeking must be provided in both

the pre service and in-service program:, Eduedlional and professional

grou)s ::,11,;t share ideas, )ersonnel and resources in order to deal more

effectively -ith the irobles related to teaching psychology to secondary

school :tud,:nts. \t the same tii colleges of education and state boards
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.of education must not set u1, hastily assembled degree or certification

programs !Ilich could result in creating additional problems rather than

bringing about an improvement in the quality of the course offerings.

After analyzing data from tho .surveys, the authors are convinced

that those interested in pre-college :sychology ultimately must make

three decisions. Unless taese decisions are made, persons interested

in or teaching .1s:chology on the secondary school level are likely to re-

main unhappy or uncertain with what is taught, ;iith the objectives of

instruction, -ith the orientation of the course, with instructional

materials, and with the training of those who teach tie psychology courses.

"tared briefly these taree decisions are;

1. Psychology as an instructional discipline for nigh school
students requires definition. This definition should be
functional (pur:oseful), structural (organizational), and
,:edagogical (instructional procedures).

2. rote psycholog; has been defined, a decision must be made
relative to clientele. :ho will take the course? To

prepare course objectives and instructional materials for
ninth grader:; calls for acknowledgment of constraints that
are not as likely to o:erate it.. twelftu graders. To

pre..)are materials and design text.00ks for selected students
who have the time or the bent to take an extra elective
differs from )reparing materials and writing textbooks for
heterogeneous grouping:: of students. The identification and
statement of objectives, the preparation of materials, and
the writing of textbooks should oe com ;)leted only after de-
cisions as to who should take tae courses are made.

3. Also iith psychology defined, one should be able to describe
tae (!ualif'ications by which teachers can be prepared, certi-

fied, and selected to teach the high school ps;chology courses.

Tae suggestion that tese decisions be made is not to. presume teat

only one answer or one .'attern of instruction in psycholog: is desir-

aJle. Rather, aooefully, these suggestions will stimulate debate and generate

alternative )atterns, subject to eit:irical verification and validation.
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tA.

High School Psychology in Georgial'2

by

Franklin Berry and Quana 1. Jones

During the period from July of 1972 until February of 1973,

questionnaires were submitted to 28 city and 160 county public school

systems throughout the state of Georgia in order to determine the

status of psychology in the curricula of Georgia's public schools. The

questionnaire sought information concerning: (a) whether or not psy-

chology courses were being offered in these school systems; (b) the

credentials of those employed as psychology instructors; (c) the number

of courses offered; and (d) the texts being used. The original plus

two follow-up questionnaires elicited responses from 167 of the 188

school systems (83.8%) surveyed.

The questionnaires yielded a number of interesting facts concerning

the teaching of psychology in Georgia public schools. It was noteworthy

that none of the 167 responding school systems offered psychology courses

at the elementary level and only one reported such courses were being

taught at the junior high school level. The picture was not as bleak

at the senior high school level. Fifty-nine of the 167 responding

systems (35.n) offered psychology courses in at least one of their

1Parts of this chapter First appeared as: Jones, Q. R. & Berry, F. 1.,

The status of isychology in Georgia public schools. Georgia Psychol-

ogist, 1973, 26, 20-22.

2This survey ,..as undertaken as part of the effort of the Georgia Psy-
chological Association Uaison Committee to the State Department of
Education of which Q. R. Jones is a member and F. A. Berry is chairman.

It was also part of F. .L Berry's efforts as CPA's liaison to the
.APR's Committee on Pro-College Psych9logy.



senior high schools. From the data it was revealed that these fifty-

nine school systems offered a total of 97 courses in psychology at the

secondary school level.

The number of psychology courses varied considerably from school

system to school system, i.e., from one to seven courses with a mean

of approximately 1.6 courses. The median was 1.0 courses. Tables 1

and 2 identify the school systems offering psychology courses on the

senior high school level. In addition, they include the number of

courses being offered in each system and the academic degree credentials

of those persons serving as classroom instructors of these courses.

Information concerning the credentials of these psychology

instructors indicated the diversity of background of classroom psychol-

ogy teachers in the various school systems. Twenty-five of the S9 school

systems (42.4%) offering psychology stated that one or more of their

teachers held the T-4 certificate in Behavioral Sciences. Thirteen

systems (22.09,) stated that one of their teachers held the B.A. or

B.S. in psychology, four systems (6.8%) stated that one of their teachers

held the '.5. in psychology; and, four systems (6.8%) stated that

their psychology teachers possessed "other" (social science or social

studies) credentials. None of the 59 school systems reported teachers

who held doctoral degrees. Fifteen systems (23.4%) failed to supply

The requirements for the T-4 teaching certificate as given by the
Georgia State Board of Education are: (a) 60 hours in sociology,
psychology, and anthropology with a minimum of 40 quarter hours in
one area of concentration and 10 quarter hours in each of the other
two behavioral sciences; (b) 30 quarter hours which must include a
minimum of ten hours in each of the following areas: Foundations
in education, Curriculum and methods, Secondary student teaching, or,
on approval, a substitute.



TAB LL' 1

County Public School Systems Offering Psychology Courses (1972-73)

Number of Number of Number o? 'Dumber of

System Courses* Teac:Iers System Courses* Teachers

Berrien
Bibb

Brantley
Brooks

Camden
Carroll

Catoosa
Chatham
Chattooga
Cherokee
Clark
Cobb
Columbia
Coweta
Crawford
Dawson
Dooly
Dougherty
Fayette
Forsyth
Glynn
Grady
Gwinnett
hall

Ueard
Henry
Houston
Irwin
Jones

1

3

1

1

1

la
3a

la

N R

la

Lowndes**
Lumpkin
:lorgan

Oglethor,)e

Paulding

3

1

1

1

1

2
d

NR
lb

lb

la

4 4d Polk 1 la

;R 2a Putnam 1 NR

7 lb Richmond 7 sa. lb. 1c

4 23 Rockdale 1 la

1 lc Stewart 1 NR

2 la_ Stephens 2 lb, lc

1
ld Terrell 1 la

A 2d Thomas
I

ld

1 la Un,ion 1 1a

1 la '!alker 2 lb

1 la Mayne 1 lc

1 la "ilcox I NR

1 4a, 1;' talker 1 NR

1 1d 'orth 1 NR

1 lb

2

1 la

7
.

4 ,i
.,r,

1
la

2 ,.
a

3

1 lil

1 1°

aT-4 certificate

b 3.A. or in psychology

or L.,. in psychology

other

- No respnse to this ito;:

*Total number of courses in the state: :7

**Courses also offered in Junior .J.0



TABLE 2

City Public School Systems Offering Psychology Courses (1972-73)

System
Number of
Courses*

Number of
Teacaers

Atlanta 2 2b

Calhoun 1 NR

Chikamauga 1 lb

Cochran 1 ld

Decatur 1 la

Dublin 1 NR

Gainesville 1 NR

La Grange 1
la, 1b

Thomaston 1 lb

Thomasville 1 la

Trion 1 UR

Total: 13

aT-4 certificate

b3.A. or B.S. in osychology

SI.A. or in psychology

dOther

NR - No response to this item

*Total number of psychology courses in the state: 97.
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teacher credential information. This latter finding may .mean that a

number of persons vita little or no college preparation in the field of

psychology served (and still may be serving) as psychology instructors in

high school classrooms in Georgia's public schools.

Finally, it vas also interesting to note that of those systems

reporting the names of their sychology textbooks (approximately 78%),

fifty-two per cent (S2%) mentioned Psychology for Living (:lcGraw-Hill),

ten percent (10%) listed Psychology: Its Principles and Ap2lications

(Harcourt), and six percent (G %) mentioned Psychology: The Science of

,;ehavior. (Springer). Tairty-v.o percent (32%) identified various other

materials and texts.

The results of this survey suggest that the teaching of psychology

in Georgia's public schools was (and is) approached in somewhat of a

casual and non-systematic manner.. Although the state of Georgia appears

to be moving in the appropriate direction with its provision for a T-4

teaching certificate in secondary school psychology, it is difficult to

believe that only a third of the school systems in the state offered any

psychology course at all Rather, one might expect to encounter increas-

ing concern with suck studies and to find tap teaching of psychology

assuming equal importance to tonics subsuiaed under some of the'more

ubiquitous areas, say, civics or geography. Furthermore, it seems reason-

able to project that, in an ade(ivately conce.qualized program, the in-

struction of psyc.Iclogy be featured in the curricula at different

academic (grade) levels. For example, behavioral science contributions

could ie introduceL! at the .leentary school level. In any case, it



appears obvious to us that some sort of systematic plan should be de-

vised in order to introduce students to psychology at all educational

levels within the public school system of Georgia. de suspect that our

findings concerning the approach to the instruction to psychology in

Georgia's public schools may also be representative of other states as

well.



Eigh Selool Psychology in Nontanal

James A. 'Ialsh and Roberta Walsh

More and more hign schools in Oontana are teaching courses in

psychology to their students. Data on the scope and content of these

courses and the number of students who enroll in them was sought so

appropriate experiences could b; planned and provided for students at

the college level. The educational background of those who taught the

high school courses was needed to determine if their competence could

be knowledgeably evaluated on this basis and if effective certification

procedures could be objectively determined. It was the purpose of this

investigation to provide data througa which answers to Liese questions

might be formulated.

A questionnaire which dealt with the distence, content, scope,

and structure of high school psychology courses in the state of Hontana

and with the educational background of the persons teaching these

courses was constructed. It was mailed to the 173 public, 16 private, and

five special state secondary schools listed in the Montana directory of

educational institutions. A cover letter exdlained that the data being

requested might be useful in providing !letter college psychology courses

1Parts of this chapter first appeared as: "Teaching of high school
psychology in the state of :iontana'. Walsh, J.A. and Ualsh, R.
lissoula, iontana: Department of Psychology, University of liontana,
1973, 6 pages, (dittoed).
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and in bringing about closer relationships between high school psychology

teachers and the state psychological association. The questionnaire was

to be filled out by the person most directly responsible for teaching the

psychology course. If no psychology course was taught, the questionnaire

was to be returned to the investigators hearing that notation.

The response to the questionnaire was extraordinarily good for a

single letter nailinr with no follow-up: 64% of those sent. out were

returned. Of tho 124 schools which responded, 42, or 33.9%, offered

a course in psychology. Tiwre appeared to be no correlation between

size of school district in whether a psychology course was offered or not.

Nor did geographical area relate to the offering of such a course when

number of school districts wls taken into account. One-fourth of private

schools offered a psychology course as opposed to one-third of public

schools. These proportions not significantly different.

Those courses offered for a single semester outnumbered two-

semester courses by q-e than thr,e to one. Seventy-six percent (76%)

of the schools offered onc se.1,-str courses. Twenty-four percent (24%)

offered full year courses.

The number ,of students tnkina t'i course per year (Olen offered)

varied fr '-m seven V r(-1-,: th!ln :.nn with a median of about 22 per school.

Therefore, peihips 12ne t- 1300 students enrolled in psychology courses

in 4ontana's high schools durng the 1P72-73 school year. The percen-

tage of a schw,l's totn1 nfpul.atir.r taking a psychology course in a

given year varied consicrahlv. 711.. distribution is illustrated in

Table I. can hc in thin h-lf the schools, 10 to 20% of

the students cnr-11 in tho nsych,,l,gy cc,urse in 2 given year.



In 111 but one case, schools reserved their psychology courses for

juniors and seniors. One school t'ffered the course to freshmen. No

school cfered ttle course to soplmores. Eighteen schools, or 42.9%

)ffered th, ciqirse juniors, thirty-nine, nr 92.9%, offered the

course tc seniors.

The cducational tvckgrounds ,4" ,lontana high school psychology

teachers arc shoim in Table 2. '','.re than one-third, 38%, held either

a bachelor's degree in psychr ,r graduate degrees that included

considerable background in rycholr.gy. Another 38% of teachers had

undergraduate minors in psych,,lNy. Only 28% did not specify their back-

grounds and thus presumably had less, or different, preparation as

high schr,A, psych: logy teachers. The median number ,of undergraduate

quarter-hours in psychology was 3i for 27 responders. (This would be

equal to approximately 21 semester hours.) Ten of the teachers surveyed

reported a median of 25 osaduate hours in psychology. Five of the

teachers had participated in summer programs (2 NSF, 3 other) intended

primarily for colic:go teachers of psychology. One of these teachers plus

12 oth:.!rs had independent research or extended laboratory experience

varying from courses in advanc' learning theory to a year's sequence in

individual mental testing t' a year's work at a regirmal primate center,

In the 42 solo 1-: -ffLrud H2,11 school psychology courses,

17 different texts -f mtcrials were used (see Table 3).

The most used text (13 ,.chr.1.: 3:.).9',) was Psychology by Engle. Four

schools (9.5';) Psycl,ol-ry our schools (9.5%) used

Living Psych, 1,y. Mr(:: Psych-1c gy: It's Principles and

Applicati ns. Ti:' (4. Thr!.ay: An Introduction. The



other texts .were represented in only one school each. Schools are re-

presented more than once in the table if they indicated that they used

mere than -ne text er source of material. As the titles supAest, a moder-

lto bins tward re!justment-criented texts rather than scientifically-

based texts st:,:ind to exist. (f the seven syllabuses and outlines sub-

mitted, four reflected 1 basic science orientation and three a personal

adjustment .,rientatien.

Those schools offerinr a course in psycholoey incorporated a

variety of methods to teach the course. Only twelve percent (120)

used the strictly: text-and-lecture method. Seven percent (7%) made use

of laboratory experience. Thirty-one percent (31%) added demonstrations

to lecture. Nineteen percent (195.;) assignod term projects. Twenty-nine

percent (29%) use: lecture, laborateries, demonstrations, and term

projects. Nineteen percent (19",) use.' "other" (unspecified) methods.

Four and eiht-tenths percent (4.8".) 1.ic' net respond to this question.

Appr:ximitely one -third of "entana hieh schools (in 1972-73)

offer a psycholeoy course on a revullrly schedule''! basis. At least

1300 students per year enroll in these courses. The courses reflect

a wPe variety of -,rientatiens in which the usual colleee basic science

approach ap' th.. personal aljustment orientation predominate. The

teachers :Ire, 'n the whcle, vell-trainef! with extensive backffroun,' in

course worl,. the un'or?.ra,uato anl even )7ra!uate level and often

exteme,! Labc.ratry experience as well.

The implicatimz Psychrlou has .!evelcpc:" into a

major 1rca of study in '!ontana his,h schools. This expansion has appar-

ently not ben by -my ctitrll nrinciplc.s, mil several directions



of development ar -pparcnt. Sore of these directions are probably less

!esirabL. than Ithrs. If the State Association wisho' to constructively

influence the course hiyh schfl psycholorvy offerings in !Iontana in

years tc come, the creation of a category of affiliate membership for

hic,11 schlol teachers 1-nd th., encouranernent of their participation in

Associatksn affairs may b well wrth serious cons.Peration.

Table 1

PrIpc.rtion of Student Dody Enrolled Psycholomy Course

Proportion of Student
Bo,.!y

Number of Schools Percent of Schools
in this c-itcffsy in this catecory

1-10 21.5%%,

11-20° 22 52.5%

21-301 4 0.7%
31 -4P

),Pt41-501,

51 -60 0

61-70°- 3. 2.5t
Not :livun 5 14.0,

Table 2

EAlcational Back:irrun.' in rsychr1rTY
of

Piqh Schnnl rsych-lnf,y Tenchcrs

Packroun-s

M in C.-unsulin:, an.'. GuPnnee
?fA with minor in Psycholoy
3A in PsycheP,vy
BA with min,-r in Psychrlyy
N,,t specific"d
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6 14

3 7

7 17

16 38

11 28



TABLE 3

Texts Used in High School Psychology
Courses in the State of Montana

Text

Number
of Schools Percentage

Psychology (Engle) 13 30.9

Psychology for living (Sorenson, Malm & Forehand) 4 9.5

Living psychology (Hershey and Lugo) 4 9.5

Psychology - its principles and applications
3 7.1(Engle & Snellgrove)

Psychology today: an introduction (CRM) 2 4.8

"APA" Program on the Teaching of Psychology in

the Secondary Schools" 1 2.4

General psychology and Abnormal psychology
1 2.4(:ollege Outline Series)

Introduction t' psychology 1 2.4

Introduction to the behavioral sciences
1 2.4(Sandberg)

Introductory psychology (Individual Learning
Systems, Inc.) 1 2.4

Patterns of life: human growth and development 1 2.4

A psychologist looks at life 1 2.4

Psychology (Cox) 1 '2.4

Psychology and the science of behavior 1 2.4

Psychology made simple 1 2.4

Struggle for significance 1 2.4

Understanding ourselves and others 1 2.4
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High School Psychology in Oklahomal

by
John D. Hampton

In an effort to provide services to the teaching of precollege

psychology the Oklahoma State Psychological Association sponsored a

survey of state high schools. Of the 478 questionnaires initiated in

November 1972, 209 (43%) were returned by February 1973. The returns

revealed that 112 high schools (53%) had a psychology program at the

time of the survey; or in fact 23% (112/478) of Oklahoma high schools

reported teaching psychology.

Data collected relative to the size of the high school clearly

revealed that as the size of the school (reporting increased, the

greater the probability it had a psychology program (see Table I).

TABLE I *

Number Number
of students of schools

% of respondents
Schools with program

0 - 4000 59 54%
401 - 10)0 .34 46%
1000 + 27 100%

TOTAL 120

*Note: 23 schools with programs and 66 without failed to iCentify
their school size, therefore, these percentages are not
complete.

1Parts of this chapter first appeared as: "High school psychology in
Oklahoma: 1972", Hampton, J.n., Stillwater, Oklahoma: Department of
Educational Psychology, Oklahoma State University, undated, S pages,
(mimeograph).
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Information concerning the number of persont teaching psychology

courses in each school, the orientation of the teachers in their

approach to teaching these courses, the mode of teaching employed by

these teachers, the test prodedures used, and, the grade level and

number of students enrolled in these courses was collected and analyzed.

The data revealed some interested facts about these areas of psych-

ology in Oklahoma's high schools.

Of the 112 schools with psychology programs, t47% had one teacher,

9% had two teachers while only 4% had three or more teachers. These

teachers approached their classes in diverse ways. Data concerning

the orientation of the teachers focused on the way they taught their

course. Eighty-three percent (83%) emphasized psychology as an approach

to understanding life, while only 17% taught it as a science or as a

survey of a discipline. To do this, a majority (67%) of the teachers

used the lecture-discussion mode, while the others reported using the

lecture(11%), seminar (9%), and laboratory (13%) methods of instruct-

ional procedure. Fifty-six percent (SW of the psychology teachers

responding to the survey reported giving objective tests, while 30

used essay tests.

Data related to students enrollment revealed that students taking

psychology courses included seniors (47% of the total enrollment),

juniors (39%) , sophomores (13%) and freshman (1%). Eighty-three of

the 112 schools (73%) having separate psychology courses were teaching

from 1 to 100 students per week, 9 taught 131-200, six taught 201-320,

and three schools had over 400 students per week.
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The textbooks being used In'the high school classes was of impor-

tance. It was found that of the schools responding to the questionnaires

a majority used one particular textbook, although others appear frequently

as can be seen in Table II.

Textbooks

Psychology: :Its :).rinciples

and Applications .

Engle and Snellgrove

Psychology: The Science
of behavior
Branca

Psychology
McKeachie and Doyle

Introduction 7:
-ehavioral ::ciences

Sandberg

TABIX II

Perch. Textbooks

Psychology Today
42% CR:I 1970

Living sycholoa
14% Hershey and Lugo

Successful Living
11% Peterson

. 5%

No textbook used

Perc.

4%

Of the teachers who are instructing in psychology,.the amount of

preparation which they have in psychology and in various related subjects

was of interest. Table III includes the number of teachers who have

completed the indicated semester hours in psychology, sociology, an-

thropology, and history.



.,

TABLE III

--esemester

hours
completed

Psychology
graduate under-

grdauate
Soci-

olog
Anthro-

pology History

0 0 0 10 95 6

1-10 27 35 51 9 19

11-20
,

21-30
16

10

49

15

25

3

1

0

30

27

31-40 0 3 0 0 ' 15

41-50 .1 2 1 0 8

51-60 0 n 0 0 3

61-70 0 1 1 0 2

71-80 0 0 0 0 0

81-90 0 0 0 0 0

91-100 ." 0 0 0 0 1

Subjective inferences obtained from comments written on survey

questionnaires revealed the following:

1. a need for short training sessions for the teachers of
psychology.

2. an interest in receiving knowledge of how other teachers
were working their classes.

3. a lack of knowledge of availability of publications avail-
able from: The A.P.A. on.i're.zcollege Psych-

ology and Behavioral Science.

The Oklahoma Psychology Association (OPA) intendi to attend to the

first need with one day training sessions during the 1973-74 school

year. The third need was attended to by presenting to the high school

personnel of how to obtain APA publications. The pioblem of knowing

what other teachers were doing was

obtain the publication, Periodically,. embers of the OPA in academia

were appraised of the high school teachers' problems and these college

professors are offering their services.
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high School Psychology in Ontario1,2.

by

Howard A. Smith

In light of the data describing high school psychology in such

countries as America, Britain, Germany, Prance Australis', 1.:sychology

in the secondary schools of Canada needed to be specified. The purpose

of the 1972-73 survey was to determine the nature and extent of psy-

chology as a hipA school subject in Canada's most populus province,

Ontario.

In the schools of 'Ontario, psychology is not and has never been

part of the established curriculum. A 1973 Ninistry of Education

listing of about 150 intermediate and senior division courses did not

include psychology. however, there are provisions for offering new or

experimental courses which are not covered by existing curriculum guide-

lines. ;1inistry approval is necessary before these experimental courses

can be offered for credit. The significant point that emerges is that any

course labeled psychology is considered to be new or experimental and

must obtain government approval before it can be taught in the Ontario

school system.

1 Parts of this chapter first appeared as: Smith, A., The teaching
of psychology in Ontario secondary schools: a descriptive survey,
or, putting the ti:) of the iceiderg under a microscope. Paper pre-
sented to Division 2 of the American Psychological Association, Jon-
treal, August 28, 1073.

2This survey was stiported Ly a researcii grant from the Faculty of
Education, \ueen's University.
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In view. of the above constraints on high school psychology courses,

it was assumed that the linistry of Education -would have on file a list

of every accredited course in the province. The Ministry indicated that

five psychology courses had obtained the necessary approval to be offered

beginning in September, 1972. The five local Boards of Education were

then contacted for the names and addresses of relevant school principals

and teachers. By mid-Jarch, 1973, each of the five teachers of psychology

had received and responded to the survey questionnaire.

The open-ended questionnaire was designed to obtain data about

the nature of the course in psychology, characteristics of the class en-

rollment and class activities, and tho teachel's perceptions concerning

high school psychology. :lore specifically, the questionnaire posed ques-

tions to get information about the number, characteristics and activi-

ties of students enrolled in the course, course objectives, subject

matter content, teacher certification area and college preparation, text-

books and other teaching aids, and the percentage of time spent on various

psychology-related topics. vestions of a more personal nature concerned

the teacher's motivation for offering the course, his academic qualifica-

tions, and his opinions on several aspects of high school psychology.

The data revealed that the students enrolled in high school

psychology courses were in either the eleventh or twelfth grades. For

grade twelve students in the four-year program, the psychology course

was a terninal one offered in the last year of high school. For students

in the five-year i;rogram, ,)sycholog/ was not a final year course and

proJalgy served as an introduction to future, related courses.
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As seen by the teachers, the academic ability of students enrolled

in psychology classes.ranged from low to extremely high. Career plans

of the students varied from York after graduation to attendance.at college

or university. It was estimated that about one half of the 1972-73 psy-

chology students planned to pursue the latter option.

Except for one class of eight highly motivated students, class

size ranged from 23 to 35. In the former case, the teacher anticipated

that student numbers would increase sharply by September, 1973 as a re-

sult of the course becoming established. It appeared that psychology was

offered to a single class in four of the schools and that two classes

were offered in the fifth school. The total enrollment in psychology

courses in the five schools was estimated at 140 students.

Three of the teachers appeared to have studied substantial

amounts of psychology in college programs in guidance and counseling,

special education or physical education. A fourth teacher had completed

eight courses in sociology and three in psychology. Of the five courses

taught, only one was conducted by a teacher wits a single credit in

psychology. It was presumed that all teachers had regular Ontario teach-

ing certificates, !!ost of the high school psychology teachers had studied

a moderate amount of psychology in their university programs. Hence, it

is probably safe to assume that these teachers were at least minimally

competent in psyeqelogy. .one of the five teac:Iers were full-time

teachers of '2.sychelogy, :Alt shared their time t:ith related disciplines.

At least t,:o of the tQachers were guidance counsellors, two were physical



education specialists, and one taught other subjects in the social science

area. Although certification to teach psychology is not yet an issue

in Ontario, the present teachers of psychology seemed to be reasonably

well qualified to teach the subject.

A majority of the courses taught by these teachers presented

several traditional areas of psychology such as, learning, motivation,

perception, and experimental from the scientific point of view. However,

in terms of allotted class time, major emphasis was also placed on such

topics as adjustment, mental health, response to crisis, and the family

and other small groups. The data suggest that_ each course stressed in

varying degrees the scientific nature of psychology while mental hygiene

topics were used to fill the remaining class time. 'Athin the context of

Ontario's experimental psychology courses, it seemed that psychology was

not presented solely as a science or as a mental hygiene course.

At least three of the five psychology courses emphasized the mental

hygiene rather than the scientific point of view. Although two of the

courses dealt extensively with experimental techniques- -and statistics

and a majority of the courses studied learning and motivation, the pri-

mary focus of the courses was on giving students a deeper understanding

of themselves lnd others within society. The Fesentation of psychology

as a science seemed to be viewed as a means to an end rather than as an

end in itself. A typical expression of the mental hygiene point of view

was the following: "the chief aims of such a course would be to enable

students to see themselves as worthwhile individuals and to understand

other people and to assist them to relate to their peer group, their
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families and society generally". Other course objectives identified by

the five teachers included: a) to introduce a social science and the

scientific study of human behavior; b) to assist the student toward

realistic 'self-evaluation with application in academic, marital and

career planning; c) to acquaint students with the various fields of

psychology; d) to give students a background in personality development

and people relationships; and e) to relate the course to everyday living.

In addition to the objectives stated above, the five teachers

provided the following reasons for offering a course in psychology:

(a) with courses being offered in so many other areas, it was
time to develop one that could apply to daily living;

(b) to inform students not going on to university of the differ-
ences between psychology and )sychiatry and of the large
number of areas covered by psychology;

(c) as a response to interest from students who were contemplating
careers in nursing, teaching, social work and the like;

(d) as a result of both self-interest and interest on the part
of students in this area of the social sciences; and

(e) as a response to the principal's request to develop a
psychology course for students who were not university-
bound.

The wide discrepanc) in the items listed above might help to explain the

diverse nature of the content and emphasis of these psychology courses.

The objectives and content of Ontario's psychology courses nearly

paralleled those of high school courses offered in the United States.

It seemed that by emphasizing mental hy,.iene rather than isyckology the

science, the courses more directly met the demand of students and ad-

ministration for content of immediate interest and possible applica-

tion.
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Two of the five courses were designed for students who were not

planning on post-secondary education. The approving bodies apparently

had a strong desire to expose terminal students to some of the implica-

tions of psychological research. The implicit assumption was taat

students later attending post-secondar institutions would be free to

select offerings in psychology and would be exercising an olition not

available. to terminal students. ;Ionetheless, about SO percent of the

students enrolled in psycholog; courses planned to attend college or

university.

Three of the five teac:ers used one book as the basic course text.

The title of the text in each case was: Psychology: Its Principles and

Applications (Engle and Snellgrove), Psychology for a Changing World

(Evans and Smith), and Psychology for Living (Sorensen, Halm and Fore-

hand). The remaining two teachers used several texts as reference materi-

al only. The latter category consisted of books typically found at the

university undergraduate level and included Introduction to Psychology

(Ililgard, Atkinson and Atkinson), lasic Psychology (Kendler), and

Social Psychologi (Kleinberg).

According to several teachers, the use of textbooks in the high

school psychology course was accompanied by two major difficulties; pro-

hibitive cost and the absence of Canadian content. Although the former

problem is a familiar one i.ith no easy solution, the latter is of no less

significance in .rntario particularl within the social science areas.

It appeared that the approval of future psychology courses could be

dependent primarily on tile selection of -appropriate. texts and refer-

-



ence materials. Similarly, high costs and the lack of readily available

products affected the use of teaching aids such as films, overheads and

printed materials. As a result commercially,produced teaching aids were

seldom used in the classroom. TY° of the teachers experimented with

rats or mice in homemade apparatus and at least one teacher brought maga-

zine articles to class, but teaching activities revolved z.ainly around

the class or reference texts.

In response to a ,luestion concerning; the future growtn of high

school psychology, four of the teachers felt that the demand for psy-

chology courses will increase, while the fifth teacher felt that the need

for psychology hill remain at its present level. One teacher who sup-

ported the continued growth of psychology stated that students wanted

answers to the questions which., were of greatest personal concern and

which were not being considered in other subject areas. In general,

the teachers felt that the increasing complexity of modern life made

such courses more imperative than ever ,,efore.

The teachers stated that techniques and materials concerning the

teaching of high school psycholov should be made availa:ile in teacher-

training institutions at both tie pre:iervice and inservice levels of

development. Newsletters and resource booklets were also described as

potentially useful, es)ecially if Canadian sources of teaching aids

were emp:;asized.

Responcs to a final question underlined the current isolation of

high school teacncrs of 1,:vchology: only one of the five teachers was

aware of anyone else Y.i() teac.iing the suject. It ::as apparent



that these teachers were dependent primarily on their own initiative and

resources in mounting and maintaining their courses in psychology.

One sources of concern in the present study was the completeness

of information upon which the survey was based. Obtaining .precise data

from central bodies such as state departments of education may not always

be possible. There is sone reason to believe that similar difficulties

existed in the current investigation. For example, at least one addi-

tional high school psychology course was absent from the linistry of

Education listing. however, in fairness to the Ministry, the listing

reported courses which had obtained approval to begin in September, of

1972. No mention was made of courses with prior sanction. Thus, the

survey probably did not include all of the psychology courses in opera-

tion during 1!:72-1973.

A related cause for concern was the absence of high school

psychology courses in Toronto, provincial center and Ontario's largest

metropolitan area. All target psychology courses were taught in sc.nools

in medium size cit3.es or in predominately rural districts. There are

several wa/s to account for t'ii..i phenomenon; either smaller areas were

more aggressive in mountin:: new courses, or Toronto had established a

number of psychology courses before September, 1972, or the information

provided by the :linistry of Lalcation 1:as incomplete. :ith the informa-

tion available, tae most likely explanation could not be determined.

Despite the risks of ;1.2.neralizinc,, from a limited sample, it

appeared that the five courses accurately reflected the current state of

high school psyc::ology in s'-:tario. In vitn: of the apparent absence of
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curriculum guidelines and the various procedures that must be satisfied

to launch an experimental course, conditions do not favor the offering of

psychology courses. It appears that only very interested or able teach-

ers are willing to develop and teach psychology programs at the present

time.

These courses in psychology represent a minor portion of the

psychological content offered in the high school classrooms in Ontario.

Significant amounts of psychological material are presented in courses

such as :Ian in Society. physical and health education, in courses with

titles such as "rite Family", and even in history and English. In the

absence of formal course offerings in psychology, these courses have

assumed the responsibility for much of the psychological content avail-

able to the secondary school student. As one night expect, the teachers

of most of these courses are less liLely to be able to teach psychological

concepts than are the teachers responsible for the specific psychology

courses. It is very possible that the teaching of psychology by quali-

fied personnel would )e velcomed by these teachers of related subjects.

One point of particular note in the present survey was the lead

taken by the school ad:ninistration in preparing psychology options, since

at least two of the five courses were initiated by the school principal.

The administrators seemed quite aare of the students' present ability

to choose courses and were pre.)areJ to take some steps to meet student

demand in spite of tight 1)udgetary restrictions. In addition, school

principals arc in a more favorable :osition than teachers to effect the

desired change in course offerings. Clearly, the administrator's role
sl

in determining courses should not be underplayed.
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Curriculum guidelines for courses in psychology apparently do not

exist at the .1rovincial level. As no .ed before psychology is not included

on the Ninistry of Lducation course 1.st. The dinistry failed to re-

spond to a letter requesting information on policies and guidelines

governing hig;, school psyc:,ology courses in the present and future. If

psychology is to gain increased attention, it is reasonable to expect

that the development of Ninistry guidelines should not be long in

coming. hopefully, those interested in the area and with some degree

of expertise will aid in the development process of the high school

psychology curriculum.

Given the absence of guidelines at the central level, it was

presuffied that decisions affecting psychology offerings are now taking

place at the local level according to criteria which may vary from

region to region. If these criteria exist, they have not l'een made

public or, peralaps, explicit. everal courses have been approved by the

regions but a number of other proposals have probably been rejected. It

seens that consistent decisions concerning courses from time to time and

from region to region can be achieved .:ith clear guidelines. For the

present, the local boards of education might be approached for an out-

line of their criteria covering courses in high school psychology.

At yet another central level the det;ree of involvement by the

Ontario rsyc'ilological Association (OPA) Idth high school psychology de-

serves riention. Although affiliate membership with OPA not possible

at the present tim, applicants ':ith B.A.'s and two years experience of a

psychological nature are for associate nemocrship; their



acceptance as members must be approved by the OPA Board of Directors. In

addition, interested persons can subscribe to the Ontario Psychologist

and may attend UPA's Annual .:eeting. For the latter event, the Division

of Psychologists in Education has in the past sponsored preconvention

workshops a..iich aave been attended by teachers. Eowever, even tough

concerned and qualified teachers can pla some role in OPA affairs, no

special provision exists within OPA for teachers of high school psychology.

Several things can be done to more directly aid the high school

teacher of :7sychology. Through workshops or newsletters, a person or

central body can make teachers aware of the teaching aids, techniques

and other resources available to taem. The IPA Clearinghouse on Pre-

College Psycholo3y has attempted to provide many of taese services. For

teachers in mtario there is the additional demand to couvile a Canadian

source of aids and, 3ossibly through the Ontario Secondary School

Teacher Federation, a resource booklet on psychology. None of these docu-

ments exists at t:-o present time.

In A. ril of 1.273, a one day corkshoo on high school psychology

was held at ,ue.n's U%iversity. Because the workshop aimed only at

associate teachers in the student- teaching area of the ueen's Faculty

of Educatiei%, only one of the five psychology teachers attended. How-

ever, those at the workshop expressed enough interest to encourage future

endeavors. .
\t that tine, it seemed that any means u3ed to promote con-

tact tith the cla=sroom teacher of psychology would pay dividends.

';() .rosorvice or inservice training program for secondary school

teat:lors of psychology now exists in Ontario although there are plans to
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offer in early 1074 a )reservice -short course- on the teaching of ;sy-

chology at the Faculty of Lducation, .ueen's University. Tnis attempt is

clearly embryonic in nature and will rise or fall with demand. however,

if .sycology is to play a more central role in the scnool curriculum,

additional grogram offerings will lie necessar. .

In summary, the teaching of psychology in fintario secondary schools

has far to go to reach the level of sister sui,jects in the school curri-

culum. The number of teacher:; involved with formal courses is small,

:guidelines and certification re(luirements for the swject do not exist

and no formal training pro,:rams are being offered by the institutions of

higher learning. In addition, contact rith classroom teachers of psy-

chology by ps:chologists and 'oy Ch o. general area of psychology is minimal

and resource fraies re :Iractically nonexistent. At the present time,

high school p5ycaology in Cntario is faced with two possibilities: up

or out. Psyc.lologists should hope for the former.



nigh Scnool Psychology in tne Pre-CrCP (;uestionnaire Era

by

Robert J. Stahl

At its December, 1073 meeting, tne APA Committee on ire-College

Psychology (CPCP) made the decision to develop a standardized question-

naire Phich cou1.i used for all future state surveys on the status of

ore-college.psycholog/. The questionnaire would serve to collect uni..%

form, data on a number of specific areas in psychology and tne behavioral

sciences. Furthermore, individuals desirinfl to conduct status studies

in their state would be provided these questionnaire forms upon request

at no cost. lids .ould ensure that results of surveys conducted in the

various states would be co:yarable. The standardized questionnaire would

make possible the first large scale survey of second. ^y schools and at the

same tie guarantee the collected data will be along similar lines.

The decision to develo.,) a questionnaire and to make every effort to

locate individuals in all fifty states and possibly all provinces of

Canada to conduct the survey during; the 1974-75 school year was especially

important in light of the January, 1974 announcement that i4SF had funded

the Association's ,.uman IJe.lavior Curriculum Project for Secondary :;cnools

(UBCP)--a five year project to develop instructional modules for high

school psychology and behavioral science. To ue effective this project

trill need accurate and complete information on i'sycology as it presently

exists in the secondary school curriculum. In part, t.ie Committee's

decision to develop a sin:71c. questionnaire based upon the future value

of sue.: data for projects like U3CP.
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:.ovever, the major im)etus for conducting the nation-wide survey

using a standardized questionnaire was the awareness of the diversity of

data being collected by individuals throughout t:te nation and in Canada.

A reviet: of t:te literature clearly indicated that concerned individuals,

historically and presently, were not collecting comparable data. Studies

conducted in the same year in different states varied so greatly that

efforts to compare them and determine trends vere nearly impossible. In

some cases, individuals conducting surveys in the same state several

years apart did not collect similar data, taus making comparisons be-

tween the ryo surveys difficult.

A gra2hic illustration of the discrepancies in these status surveys

was made available to the Committee at its December meeting. (See

Figure 1). The agure clearly indicates the diversity of data being col-

lected and reported by persons conducting status surveys in the past few

years. The six state and one Canadian survey reports included in this

monograith were used to determine the c4tegories and tabulate the fre-

quencies' shown in the figure. The figure identified 62 categories in

wnich data relevant to the teaching of psychology on the secondary school

level have been collected on previous surveys as well as by some of the

studies reported in this volume. the three categories of data

pertaining to the total number of schools surveyed, number of responses

and percent of returns, only Cour of the renaining 59 categories were in-

cluded in all of the seven survey reports. Tyo of these four categories -

the type of school surveyed, public schools and secondary schools - were

expected. however, even tais must be approached with caution. The

Georgia survey as directed to public school systems ratter than the



FIGURE I
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FIGURE I (continued)
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schools themselves. The remaining two categories dealt with the use of

textbooks - textbook titles and percent of schools using each textbook.

Thus, of the fifty-nine areas of concern to persons interested :n the

status and trends in pre-college psychology, only in four areas (7%)

were data collected by all seven survey conductors. Surprisingly, a

number of important areas of concern were virtually ignored. Three

surveys or less collected and reported information on the size of school

enrollment, the racial and/or sexual make-up of class enrollments, the

elective or required nature of the course, the number of students enrolled

in psychology classes, the academic credentials of teachers, the mode of

teaching employed by teachers, course objectives, and topics being taught

in the courses. That such items as these were omitted from over half of

the questionnaires used in these studies strongly suggests that the kinds

of information deemed important and useful depends primarily upon the

interests and needs of the individual or group conducting the survey and

the specific purposes fe9r vhich the data was sought. The variety and

scope of the data reported in the status studies identified in the Figure

are consistent with previous studies found in the literature dating back

into the 1930's. Furthermore, the figure illustrates vividly that persons

interested in psychology on this level are not collecting or obtaining

uniform data for use in a; t;cssins- national

local trends.

In conclusion, it is not difficult to see how valuable the CPCP

standardized questionnaire will 12,.! to those involved in sti .ing trends
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and making decisions relevant to high school psychology. The concern of

this monograph has been to provide researchers, educators and decision-

makers with some of the pre-CPU questionnaire era data they will need

to accurately assess the historical development and current status of

psychology on the high school level.


